








































68 ANALYZING PROSE 

. . C .A-., men contemn studies; simple men admire them; 
m by experience. r=•, . b th · 
and wise men use them, for they teach not their own u_se, uc at is a

wisdom without them and above them, won by observauon. Read not to 

contradict and confute, nor to believe and cake for_ gra�ted, nor to find talk 

and discourse, but to weigh and consider ... H1s:ones make men wise, 

poets witty, the mathematics subtile, natural philosophy deep, moral, 

grave, logic and rhetoric able to contend. 

Let's see what the structure looks like, sentence by sentence: 

Studies serve for delight, 
for ornament, 

and for ability. 

A cricolon, but building to no climax. The verb 'serve' is used once and then 
assumed rwice: [serve] for ornament, [serve] for ability. This kind of ellipsis is 
called zeugma; one verb serves for a series of objects. It creates, obviously 

enough, a dramatized compression. If you expand the zeugma, you get simply 
three parallel sentences, isocolon. 

Their chief use for delight 
for ornament, 

and for ability, 

is in privateness and retiring; 
is in discourse; 
is in the judgment and disposition of 
business ... 

Again, a three-part structure. Again similarity in phrasing and structure. Here, 
though, the element eliminated after the first statement is the subject, 'Their 
chief use.' So, with the compression unpacked: 

Their chief use for delight 
[Their chief us<j for ornament, 
and [ Their chief us<.j for ability, 

Then another tricolon: 

is in privateness and retiring; 
is in discourse; 
is in the judgment and disposition of 
business ... 

To spend too much time in studies 
to use them too much for ornament 

is sloth; 
is affectation; to make judgment wholly by their rules is the humor of a scholar. 

Same pattern here but each element a littl . . 
opening pattern ('To spend , , , , 

e lo�ger than the last. A s1m1lar 
pattern ('is sloth ' 'is affeccati� 

t
,0,. 

u
:, co make Judgment'), a similar ending ' n, is e humor · · .'). No ellipsis. By this point, a 
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basic pattern has been established. We might call it the 'Beatitudes' pattern 
('Blessed are the ... for they ... ,' etc.). It is the usual pattern for offering 
oracular wisdom. 

They perfect nature, and arc perfected by experience, 

for natural abilities are like natural plants, that need pruning by study; 

and studies themselves do give forth directions too much at large, 
except they be bounded in by experience. 

Three elements of increasing length again. A series of discrete pronounccmencs, 
the second and third repeating and expanding the sentiment of the first. All three 
build on the same antithesis: nature vs. experience. Notice the word repetitions: 
perfect/perfected; natural/natural; experience/experience. 

and 

Crafty men contemn studies; 
simple men admire them; 
wise men use them, 

Again, a three-element isocolon. Notice how a vertical current runs through 
the passage? 'Crafty,' 'simple,' and 'wise' are drawn together [n a tripartite 
contrast; likewise with 'contemn,' 'admire,' 'use.' Do the three elemcncs build 

to a climax? What relation do we establish between them? This is left co the 
reader. When we compare and contrast them, we compress the three state
ments ever closer. They say different things but their similarity of form makes 
them more memorable, more proverbial. Next, an explanation for the para
doxicality of the three: 

for they teach not their own use, 
but that is a wisdom without them and above them, 
won by observation. 

Three-part isocolon, followed by a moral reflection, also three-part, that grows 
out of them, and explains them. Knowledge is one thing; how to use it is some
thing else, something that you must bring to srudy from oucsidc it. The connec
tion between the tricolon and what follows after 'for' is subtle: it is because 
Studies bring not the wisdom to use them that they are so differently viewed by 
crafty, simple, and wise men. Here, the ellipsis, and hence the compression, is 
one of argument, not nouns or verbs. 












